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Space-Filling Thumbnails (SFT) is a new technique for document navigation that disposes of traditional
scrollbars. SFT provides a matrix of thumbnail images, one for every page of the document, on asingle
screen. Pages can be selected for viewing by using a mouse.
A prototype Space-Filling Thumbnails interface has been designed, developed and implemented. Six
further document navigation systems have been implemented to enable comparative evaluations.
Three formal experiments have been carried out, all of which have shown Space-Filling Thumbnails to
be more efficient than other research and mainstream document navigation systems. The first experiment
(n= 13) showed SFT to be significantly faster than all other document navigation interfaces for both visual
search and spatial re-acquisition tasks. Experiment Two (n = 32) showed that SFT is robust and faster
than Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars (TES) for visual and spatial search tasks in documents of differing
lengths. Lastly, in Experiment Three (n = 12), the possible “Achilles’ Heel” of SFT was tested—long
documents. SFT proved to be more efficient than TES even in its “worst-case scenario” situation—a 300
page book. Subjective measures from these experiments showed favour for SFT.
We have shown that Space-Filling Thumbnails outperforms traditional document navigation systems
through the exploitation of users’ spatial memory. The swiftness of visual and spatial searches in SFT have
proved that this system has the potential to revolutionise document navigation, as a valuable addition to, if
not replacement for, scrollbars.
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1 Introduction
Document navigation involves moving through a particular document, or moving among a series of docu-
ments. This study focuses on the former—navigation within a single document.
It has long been acknowledged by researchers that the scrollbar is an impediment to efficient navigation
within a document. In a taxonomic study of web navigation Bryne et al. [4] found users spend a large
proportion of their web-browsing time scrolling. They noted that scrolling is “an obvious case where
widget design could make a difference”.
Taking this on board, researchers have attempted to improve document navigation by making small
incremental improvements to the traditional scrollbar. The predominant improvement to navigation with
scrollbars is the addition of a column of thumbnails, as found in products such as Adobe Reader1 and r cent
versions of Microsoft Word2.
Many of the issues regarding electronic document navigation arise due to the difficulties in maintaining
the spatial properties of a physical page when it is transferred to its electronic equivalent. This is often
due to the physical restrictions on the size of screens. In their comparison of paper and online document
navigation, O’Hara and Sellen [28] reported that participants using electronic navigation talked of the need
to be able to “lay pages out in order to form a mental picture or overview of the document,” something
that is easily achieved when using the paper based equivalent. They concluded that “laying out pages in
space was found to [be] important for gaining an overall sense of the documents”. This ability to give an
overview of a document is something that current navigation interfaces lack. Space-Filling Thumbnails
provides an overview of the complete document implicitly. Thumbnail images of all pages are laid out in a
matrix, giving the user an overview of the structure and length of the document.
In this investigation we argue that efficient document navigation cannot be achieved through a tradi-
tional scrollbar. A conceptual design shift is required to optimise search efficiency. Document navigation
interfaces should be builtaroundnavigation tasks, rather than having the functionality included as an af-
terthought.
We propose Space-Filling Thumbnails (SFT), a promising new technique for document navigation. The
Space-Filling Thumbnails interface displays an array of thumbnails, one for each page in the document,
on a single screen. Pages can be viewed at normal reading magnification using a simple mouse click.
The user can return to the thumbnail view with a further mouse click. This system allows efficient visual
search, exploits a user’s spatial memory and allows an overview of the document to be rapidly obtained.
The onscreen location of the thumbnails will generally be static, allowing frequently visited pages to be
quickly accessed, through spatial re-acquisition.
The idea of viewing thumbnails of a document is not new. Microsoft PowerPoint will display thumbnail
images of the slides in a presentation when “Slide Sorter” mode is selected. However, the thumbnails are
not arranged in an optimal space-filling manner and often require scrolling to access the complete presen-
tation. Microsoft Word displays all of the pages in a document in “Print Preview” mode (if configured).
This mode is not designed to support rapid navigation between thumbnail view and normal view.
Robertson and Mackinlay [31] alluded to the SFT design in their work on theDocument Lens. “If you
lay the entire contents of a multi-page document out in two dimensions so it is all visible, the text will
typically be much too small to read”, they go on to say “yet we would like to be able to do this so that
patterns in the document can be easily perceived”. Their solution to this was to use a distortion oriented





the global context”. The SFT system does not attempt to make pages readable in the thumbnails view—we
believe the page structure shown in the thumbnails provides sufficient information for identification.
A prototype Space-Filling Thumbnails interface has been designed and implemented. Six further doc-
ument navigation systems—Multi-Page Rapid Serial Visual Presentation, Rate-Based Scrolling, Rapid
Serial Visual Presentation, Scrollbars, Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars and Speed-Dependent Automatic
Zooming have been implemented so as to allow comparative evaluations to take place.
The three formal evaluations presented here show SFT to out-perform all other document navigation
systems in both visual search and spatial re-acquisition tasks. Subjective evaluations of the system show it
to be favourable with users.
The structure of this report is as follows: Chapter Two describes related work and previously proposed
document navigation systems. Chapter Three provides details of the design and implementation of the sys-
tems used for evaluation. A description of the comparative studies conducted is provided in Chapter Four.
A discussion of this work, limitations and future research is presented in Chapter Five and conclusions in
Chapter Six.
2 Related Work
This chapter describes previous work that has been conducted in the area of document navigation. We
first describe document navigation interfaces and then move to related areas of spatial memory. Finally,
we briefly describe Fitts’ and Hick-Hyman Laws and their applicability to interaction with Space-Filling
Thumbnails.
2.1 Document Navigation Interfaces
This chapter presents several document navigation interfaces, both research and commercial, that have been
proposed.
2.1.1 Scrollbars
The scrollbar has become the standard (and most widely applied) widget for navigation purposes, be it
for documents, images, diagrams or any other object displayable electronically. The scrollbar attempts to
provide spatial cues as to the current location within the document through the position of the scroll thumb
in the scroll trough.
There are several disadvantages of the scrollbar that result in it being an inefficient navigation mecha-
nism. In large documents the scroll thumb quickly becomes inaccurate and clumsy when directly manip-
ulated. This is exemplified when a one pixel movement in the scroll thumb results in several pages in the
document scrolling. Further, the scrollbar does not explicitly encourage the use of spatial memory to help
in re-acquisition situations. It is difficult to remember the exact location of the scroll thumb in its trough,
especially when the thumb reaches its minimum size. Thirdly, Smith and Schraefel [33], noted that “only
if users are familiar with the document can they use the scrollbar to quickly locate the approximate posi-
tion of interest. . . otherwise they are limited to scrolling through the document from top to bottom”—the
scrollbar provides us with no clues as to the content of the document.
Many incremental improvements have been proposed to assist the functionality of basic scrollbars.
These include visualisations within and around the scrollbar, to aid the user in search tasks.
The bookmark scrollbar [22] allows the user to place bookmarks of interesting document features onto
an area beside the scroll-trough. Although similar to bookmark facilities available in applications such as
Adobe Reader, this system holds two key advantages. Firstly, the bookmarks are placed on the scroll-trough
allowing users to tailor the positions of bookmarks. Secondly, the explicit act of placing the bookmarks
inherently helps the user to remember the location of interesting sections.
Byrd [3] developed a visualisation of informationwithin a standard scrollbar. Their focus was on aiding
the search for particular terms in a document. The text of the document contained each of the search terms
highlighted in different colours. The scrollbar then contained a visualisation of these highlighted search
terms to give the user an indication as to where in the document each of the terms appears. Effectively, this
resulted in small coloured dots in the scrollbar indicating word placements (a “scrollbar with confetti”).
This allows users to quickly navigate to positions in the document that are of the most interest [3]. Within
scrollbar visualisations have also been proposed by McCrickard and Catrambone [25] that allow the user
to view an outline of the structure of the document in the scroll trough.
Perhaps the most widely implemented improvement to scrollbars is the addition of a column of thumb-
nails. This improvement is described in the following section.
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Figure 2.1: The Adobe Reader interface, illustrating Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars
Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars
Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars add two components to the standard scrollbar based navigation. Firstly,
they retain the standard scrollbar and viewing pane in majority of the window area. Then in a second panel
(typically to the left of the main pane) a series of thumbnails of the pages in the document are presented
within another scrolling environment. This setup is typical of popular document navigation interfaces, such
as Adobe Reader, as illustrated in figure 2.1.
Researchers have attempted to improve on this idea further, by eliminating the scrolling environment
around the thumbnails. The document viewer,DeckViewdescribed by Ginsburg et al. [13] makes use of a
column of overlapping thumbnails. The thumbnail of the current page is always fully-rendered, but other
thumbnails are placed overlapping each other to prevent the need for scrollbars. Navigation through the
thumbnails is achieved by dragging through the thumbnail trough, with each thumbnail being brought to
the front and then returned to its position.
2.1.2 Rate-Based Scrolling (RBS) Techniques
Scrollbar based systems areposition controlsystems that rely on the user to move the position of the
scroll thumb in some manner. In contrast to this, Rate-Based Scrolling is adispl cementbased system that
requires the user to control navigation by displacing the mouse. Rate-based scrolling is commonly found
on Microsoft Windows applications, initiated by clicking and dragging with the middle mouse button. The
speed at which the document flows past the user is determined by how far the mouse is displaced from the
position at which the rate-based scroll was initiated.
Speed Dependent Automatic Zooming (SDAZ)
Speed Dependant Automatic Zooming (SDAZ) is a variation of rate-based scrolling that aims to reduce
motion blur while moving rapidly through a document. The idea was originally proposed by Igarashi and
Hinckley [19]. The navigation interface “automatically binds a document’s zoom level with its scroll-
speed” [32]. This allows the viewer to get a broader overview of a section of a document “more quickly
and with less effort than traditional document navigation techniques” [32]. To illustrate, Savage and Cock-
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Figure 2.2: Speed Dependant Automatic Zooming at slow, medium and fast scrolling speeds (courtesy [32])
burn produced a time-series of screen-shots, which is reproduced in Figure 2.2. The leftmost image shows
the interface scrolling at slow speed, the middle image at medium speed and the rightmost image depicts
scrolling at a fast speed [32]. In their evaluation of SDAZ, Cockburn and Savage [6] found it to be sig-
nificantly faster than other scrolling systems (scrollbars, rate-based scrolling and Displacement-Dependent
Automatic Zooming) for visual search tasks. They also found users would prefer to use SDAZ over any of
the other systems.
2.1.3 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) Techniques
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) interfaces expose the user to a set of images at a rapid rate (drawn
from the technique of flipping through the pages of a book) [34]. RSVP exploits the humans ability to
rapidly recognise distinctive images. The feature that distinguishes RSVP from other techniques is that
it allows “images to be presented sequentially in the time-domain, threreby offering an alternative to the
conventional concurrent display of image[s] in the space domain” [34].
There are two distinctive types of RSVP: static and dynamic. Static RSVP refers to the method of
displaying images in the same location. Each image in a static RSVP “stream” is only visible until it is
replaced by the next. Dynamic RSVP refers to a method of displaying the images in several locations—an
image will be seen in its context. One example of this is rapidly flipping thumbnails of the images around
in an arc, allowing each image to be on screen for a longer time [8].
RSVP interfaces can also be classified according to how many images they present simultaneously
(note, the namespaces over-lap). Spence et al. [34] described three types of RSVP. “Static” mode RSVP
displaysall of the images simultaneously, similar to the thumbnail arrangement proposed in our Space-
Filling Thumbnails interface. “Mixed” mode RSVP involves displayingfour images simultaneously and
“Slide Show” mode involves displaying one image at a time.
The presentation rate of the images in a RSVP system heavily influences its usability. The human
is able to recognise images displayed for as little as 100ms, or even less [34]. When the images are
displayed for less than this time, images are “momentarily understood at the time of viewing and then
quickly forgotten” [8]. This allows the detection of a particular image, but does not aid the user in forming
a model of the complete document.
The RSVP technique has been applied to a variety of information visualisation areas, for example TV
channel selection, web-browsing and PDA applications [34]. The Flipper system proposed by Sun and
Guimbretìere [35] appears to be the first system toexplicitly implement RSVP as the main navigation tech-
nique in aDocument Navigationinterface (note that Adobe Reader configured in non-continuous scroll
mode can function in an RSVP browser). Most previous evaluations have concentrated on flipping im-
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ages, rather than document pages. Flipper combines SDAZ with RSVP, to provide a smooth transition
from traditional scrolling to a page-flipping mode. Experiments with Flipper found that for visual search
tasks it was significantly faster than an SDAZ implementation and a system imitating Adobe Reader [35].
Interestingly they found no significant difference between the SDAZ implementation and theirScrolling
with Thumbnailscondition. This contradicts experimental findings by Cockburn et al. [6, 5], that SDAZ is
faster than an Adobe Reader system. Sun and Guimbretière offer little explanation for this, except that the
systems were implemented differently. It is likely the use of thumbnails affected their results—Cockburn
et al’s experiments did not use thumbnails, but the evaluation with Flipper did, showing that there are
efficiency gains to be had when using thumbnails to aid search tasks.
Hoeben and Stappers [15] developed a thumbnail-based RSVP navigation system. Instead of the whole
page flipping into view, only a small thumbnail was flipped through the pages. The main viewing pane is
synchronised when the flipping is halted. No evaluation of this system was performed, but the authors note
that their system was not a replacement for scrollbars, but was more suited to search tasks.
2.1.4 Flip Zoom Interfaces
TheHierarchical Flip Zoominterface proposed by Holmquist and Björk [2] is a focus+context1 interface
that provides a preview of all pages in a document or image library via thumbnails. Each page in the
document is laid on a discrete tile. The tile in focus is substantially larger than the surrounding thumbnails
and is placed in the center of the screen. Context is retained by shifting the other tiles into sequential order
around the focused page. This idea is extended further by allowing multiple hierarchies of documents to
be displayed simultaneously, with each tile now representing a document with the visualisation recursively
applied.
2.1.5 PhotoMesa
Although not applied to document navigation, the PhotoMesa interface developed by Bederson [1] is wor-
thy of mention because, like Space-Filling Thumbnails, it presents a series of thumbnail images in a space-
filling manner. The thumbnails are arranged into groups using quantum treemaps, according to their di-
rectory or some auxiliary meta-data. To view a group of images the user can click on one of the images
contained within that group. Further intermediate zooming steps are available until reaching the required
viewing level, or, double-clicking on a specific image zooms it to occupy the complete screen.
2.2 Spatial Memory
Human spatial memory is responsible for recording information regarding the individual’s environment
and spatial orientation. In relation to Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), spatial memory is the ability to
remember where on an interface a particular object is located.
Our ability to remember the location of an object can be strongly influenced by the effort required
to locate that object. Ehret’s study [10] showed that increasing the cost of obtaining an item improves
the chance of remembering the spatial location of that object. This is exploited in interfaces such as the
Data Mountain, proposed by Robertson et al. [30]. A user is required to place items on the 3D interface
where they desire. This is a higher effort task than simple selection and so allows users to remember the
location of the object more easily. Their studies showed that this ability to arrange items in a 3-dimensional
space improved re-acquisition time. Czerwinski et al. [7] investigated the use of spatial memory along with
other memory aiding devices for locating web pages in the data mountain. They concluded that “pictorial
image[s], spatial location and mouse-over text title can be quite effective” when searching for objects in
space.
Users do not have to consciously try to remember the location of buttons or labels for them to be placed
into their spatial memory. Many interfaces present static depictions of information, and do not allow it
to be manipulated. In these situations (which are common, for instance the selection of a toolbar button),
a user is more interested in completing their task as quickly as possible than being worried about future
1A focus+context interface is a system that allows a user to focus on one page, simultaneously maintaining it in the context of the
document.
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re-acquisition of that target. For this reason Mandler et al’s [24] result regarding the processing of location
information is important, reporting that we incidentally and effortlessly process location information.
Due to this incidentality Jones and Dumais [21] warn that spatial memory should not be relied on for
effective location of objects. Their research shows that combining a spatial location with some form of
symbolic representation improves performance. This is the standard for toolbar and menu mechanisms—a
label or icon on a button in a constant position.
Devices to aid spatial memory whilst navigating through documents have also been proposed, usually
to ease the return to frequently viewed pages. Hoeben and Stappers [15] implemented an “Electronic Dog-
ear” system, by displaying dog-earred pages for a long time during an RSVP visualisation. This provides
the user with a longer time to react to those pages that are of most interest.
2.2.1 Spatial Memory and Scrolling
O’Hara et al. [29] discuss the implications of scrollbars on spatial memory. They point out that with
scrollbars there is a “dynamic relationship between the location of the information and the reference points
such as window parameters”. The information being displayed to the user is only constant with respect
to the pages around it. The current page of focus is always moving with respect to window decorations,
toolbars and menus.
The fixity of information in a physical document allows spatial information to be more readily obtained
and retained than in electronic documents. This “fixity of information” allows users of paper based media
to acquire “incidental knowledge of the location of information by reference to its physical place on the
page” [28]. With a piece of paper an image at the top of the page willalwaysbe at the top of the page.
Whereas with any technique that employs scrolling, the image my appear anywhere on the screen—top,
middle bottom or not at all. Dumais and Jones [9] re-iterates that “importantly, a paper-based object has
an attribute of spatiality. . . its contents occupy a definite point in three-dimensional space,” something not
readily available on a restricted 2D screen space.
2.3 Power Law of Practise
In this investigation we are interested in how the target page search time decreases as the same pages
are repetitively located. The Power Law of Practice states that task performance time decreases with
practice [27]. The biggest gains in performance occur at the start of practice with decreasing gains the
longer the practice is conducted. This rate of learning is often referred to as thelearning curve[26]. This
law is now taken as the benchmark of any system that involves learning, such that any system that performs
worse than that predicted by this law cannot be taken seriously. The Power Law of Practise can be stated
mathematically as:
log(Tn) = C−αlog(n)
whereC = T1, the time taken to complete the task on the first trial andα is the learning curve steepness.
Tn is the task time aftern practise sessions. Theα value is of particular note—the larger this value, the
quicker learning is taking place.
2.4 Hick-Hyman Law for Choice Reaction
The Space-Filling Thumbnails interface requires the user to chose which of then pages in a document they
wish to visit. Hick-Hyman law [18] governs the reaction timet, (in seconds) a user takes to make a decision
betweenC equally probable options. This is described mathematically as:
t = a+b× log2(C)
Where,a andb are empirically derived constants. The slopeb decreases with large amounts of practise.
This law generally holds when each of the choices are easily distinguishable [23]. This will be the case in
SFT until documents become very large and hence the thumbnails become very small.
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2.5 Summary
We have discussed some of the numerous proposed document navigation systems and implications of
spatial memory. The de facto standard for navigation remains the scrollbar along with one of the many
enhancements, combining it with a column of thumbnails. Several research systems have been discussed,
including SDAZ and RSVP techniques, both of which prove to be faster for visual search tasks than tradi-
tional scrollbars.
The incidental learning of spatial locations has been discussed, important because the Space-Filling
Thumbnails system aims to exploit this memory feature. We also discussed laws that govern both how
acquisition time should improve with practise and how long it takes to chose from equally probable options.
3 Design and Implementation
This chapter presents the design and implementation of the document navigation systems used in the formal
evaluations. Six previously proposed interfaces were implemented along with Space-Filling Thumbnails.
All of these systems were implemented using the same core C++/OpenGL base to allow fair compar-
isons to be drawn. The systems chosen for evaluation represent a mix of those commonly used in practise
and promising research systems. Details on the evaluations performed can be found in Chapter 4.
A full description of the SFT interface is provided first, along with implementation details of the other
systems. The chapter finishes with a description of the control software and hardware apparatus used in the
experiments.
3.1 Space-Filling Thumbnails
The Space-Filling Thumbnails system arranges a matrix of thumbnails from all of the pages in a document,
using row-major order, on a single screen. No scrolling is ever required to view all of the thumbnails—they
are scaled accordingly when the number of pages increases. A particular page can be viewed by a simple
middle click on the appropriate thumbnail. At this time a short (approximately 100ms) animation scales
and moves the page image to the center of the screen. The reverse animation (when a page is zooming out)
allows the eye to follow the page to its resting location in the thumbnails. Again, this is initiated by middle
clicking on the page. The last visited page is made further identifiable by alpha-blending a red shading
onto it, increasing its border size to 3px and changing the border colour to red.
The middle mouse button was chosen for modal switches, as this is already used for scrolling activities,
such as Microsoft products that allow rate-based scrolling it be initiated by middle clicking. This choice
was carefully considered, as the use of all mouse buttons are already overloaded (operating system and
application dependant). Commonly, the left mouse button is used for cursor positioning in text and the
right mouse button for a context menus. The middle mouse button could easily be replaced with a key
combination if it was deemed more convenient.
3.1.1 Thumbnail Dimensions
The size, position and generation of thumbnail images influences the viability of the Space-Filling Thumb-
nails system. The thumbnails must be positioned systematically, scaled to the largest size possible and be
of high enough quality/resolution to allow features to be distinguished between pages.
The prototype system uses pre-generated thumbnail images. Dynamic generation of thumbnail images
is feasible, as demonstrated by Microsoft Word, PowerPoint (in Slide Sorter mode) and Adobe Reader.
Two key advantages are gained for the evaluation system by using pre-generated thumbnails instead of
dynamically resizing pages. The most important is that it allows us to display higher quality images, due
to OpenGL rendering algorithms. The second is more consistent performance, especially important in the
evaluation situation.
The size and placement of the thumbnails is crucial to optimise the use of screen real estate. As
described earlier, we must place the thumbnails so that all are displayed on a single screen and all maintain
their aspect ratio. With these restrictions, we are not always going to be able to fillall the available space,
but we should endeavour to reduce the amount of wasted space.
We now describe the methodology used for calculating the optimal size of the thumbnail images and
hence the number rows and number of columns that should be used.
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Figure 3.1: Dimensions for thumbnail size calculations
Firstly, we assume that we are always dealing with electronic documents that are produced for paper
that is A4 in size. By definition then, a page must maintain a width-to-height aspect ratio of 1 :
√
2 [20].
Therefore, our thumbnails must also maintain this ratio.
Figure 3.1 shows diagrammatically the dimensions required. Let us assume we have an available screen
size (in pixels) of widthws and heighths. To meet the above-mentioned aspect ratio, the complete screen
will not always be completely filled. We denote the width of the unused space aswu nd the height of the
unused space ashu. The aim is to reduce bothwu andhu to the minimum possible so as to increase each of
thent thumbnail widths,wt and heights,ht .
We need to calculate the optimal number of rowsnr and columnsnc, remembering that a thumbnail
cannot be split across a row or across a column. All thumbnails must occupy the same area. We select the






















The unused space for each dimension can then be calculated as:
hu = hs − (ht ×nr)
wu = ws − (wt ×nc)
This unused space is then evenly distributed between either the left and right or top and bottom of the
screen. For simplicity these formulae do not take into account a 1px black border that is drawn around
each of the thumbnails to provide separation and delineation.
3.1.2 Page Overview
One concern with the SFT system is that the thumbnails will become too small to be easily recognised and
distinguished when the document length is large. To ease this problem, apage overviewtracks the mouse
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Figure 3.2: The Space-Filling Thumbnails system. The last viewed page is shaded red, with the page
overview “hanging” off the cursor.
cursor when the thumbnail height reduces below 200px. The page overview is 154×200px in size and
its position is adjusted so that it is never offscreen. The SFT system with the page overview is shown in
Figure 3.2.
3.2 Competing Interfaces
In addition to the Space-Filling Thumbnails system we also implemented six other interfaces for compara-
tive evaluation. Each of these are described here.
3.2.1 Scrollbars
The scrollbar implementation functioned in the same manner as a standard scrollbar system. Users can
navigate the document by either manipulating the scroll thumb, scroll trough or the direction arrows.
3.2.2 Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars
The Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars interface includes a column of thumbnails to the left of the main
navigation pane. A screenshot of the thumbnail-enhanced scrollbar system is shown in Figure 3.3(a). This
implementation operates in the same manner as those on mainstream interfaces, such as Adobe Reader.
A user can control the standard scrollbars in the main pane in the normal fashion and the thumbnails will
follow this manipulation. The user may also manipulate the scrollbars associated with the thumbnails. The
main document does not follow movements in the thumbnails until one is clicked on, at which time the
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(a) Thumbnail Enhanced Scrollbars (b) Multi-page Rapid Serial Visual Presentation
Figure 3.3: System Implementation Screenshots
document in the main pane moves to the selected page. The page currently shown on-screen is highlighted
in the thumbnails by a 3px red border. The system will always display ten thumbnail images at a time.
3.2.3 Rate-Based Scrolling
The Rate-Based Scrolling system operates in the same manner as that in the Microsoft Windows appli-
cations. Scrolling can be performed in one of two manners. Rate-based scrolling can be initiated by
middle clicking and then displacing the mouse an appropriate distance to achieve a comfortable scroll rate.
Scrolling is halted by a second middle mouse click. Alternatively, one can drag with the middle mouse
button again displacing the mouse an appropriate distance. This scrolling is terminated by simply releasing
the mouse button.
In this implementation there is a linear relationship between the scroll speed and the displacement of
the mouse from the position of initiation. The maximum document scroll rate is 47cm/sec, achieved at a
displacement of 170px, as empirically derived by Cockburn and Savage [5].
We providepassivescrollbars in this system to allow us to isolate the efficiency of rate-based scrolling.
The scrollbars cannot be used for navigation, however it is unrealistic to remove them, as they provide the
only spatial cue as to the current position in the document.
3.2.4 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP)
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation is a navigation technique that overlays the next page in the document on
top of the current page being viewed. Discrete pages are only ever available—one cannot view half of one
page and half of the following page. A page is presented for a user controlled amount of time before the
next is laid on top. Our RSVP implementation is equivalent to Spence et al’s [34] “slide show” mode (see
section 2.1.3).
This form of navigation utilises rate-based scrolling to control the speed at which the pages are pre-
sented. In this implementation scrolling is initiated by use of the middle mouse button. The distance
dragged from the original cursor position determines thepage flippingspeed. A maximum page-flipping
speed of 10pages/sec (100ms per page) is attained at a mouse displacement of 170px. This represents the
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Figure 3.4: Enhanced Rate-Based Scrolling icon for RSVP interfaces, illustrating scrolling toward the end
of a document
fastest comfortable rate for cognition, as described by Spence et al. [34].
The system includes an enhanced rate-based scrolling cursor icon to provide the user with an indication
as to when the next page will be presented. To demonstrate, a series of screenshots are shown in Figure 3.4,
visualising how the enhanced rate-based icon fills over time. The icon fills in a clockwise direction when
navigation is directed towards the end of the document, and a counter-clockwise direction when navigation
is aimed at the beginning of the document. The rate at which this fills is proportional to the distance the
mouse has been dragged from the origin of depression, which is proportional to the rate of page visualisa-
tion. The icon is filled with an alpha-blended green colour until reaching the final quarter, at which time it
is filled with an alpha-blended red colour to warn users the page is about to be flipped.
The Flipper system implemented by Sun and Guimbretiè [35] included a “rewind” feature to counter
a user’s delay in reacting to seeing the correct page. When using the Flipper interface one can easily “flip”
past the required page, as there is no feedback regarding the flipping-rate or when the next page is to be
presented. The rewind feature scrolls in the opposite direction to that of the most recent scrolling action,
according to the speed at which one was scrolling and accounting for standard reaction times. We believe
that our enhanced rate-based scrolling cursor negates the need to add this functionality. Rewind features
are hard to tune and require a large amount of learning before users become familiar with them. For these
reasons we saw no justification to implement this feature. As with the rate-based scrolling interface, RSVP
contains passive scrollbars.
3.2.5 Multi-Page Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (MRSVP)
Multi-Page Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (MRSVP) is similar to RSVP except that it displays four
pages simultaneously, as shown in Figure 3.3(b). This is to imitate Spence et al’s [34] “mixed-mode”
presentation, where four images are displayed at a time.
To view a complete page at reading zoom (and to be able to complete a task), the user must left click
on one of the four previews. This enlarges the selected page to full size using the same scaling algorithm
as SFT. To return to the four preview images the user may either left click or drag with the middle mouse
button to initiate scrolling to the next screen of four pages. The parameters for maximum flip-rate are the
same as those in the RSVP interface. The enhanced rate-based icon was also used in this system.
3.2.6 Speed Dependent Automatic Zooming (SDAZ)
Speed Dependent Automatic Zooming is a technique that automatically zooms out from a document as
the scrolling speed increases (see Figure 2.2). By scrolling slowly the document stays at normal (reading
level) zoom. By scrolling at a fast rate the document will be fully zoomed out, making many pages visible
at once.
This form of navigation uses rate-based scrolling to control the speed at which scrolling and therefore
zooming occurs. The distance moved from the original cursor position determines the scroll and zoom
speed. The two navigation techniques described for rate-based scrolling are available—click and move or
press and drag. The document returns to normal zoom when the rate-based scroll is terminated. Again, to
isolate the efficiency of the interfaces, the scrollbars are passive. The implementation of this system was
a modified version of that created by Cockburn and Savage and hence, the interface is calibrated to the
optimal measures they determined in [5].
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Figure 3.5: Task Cueing Interface
3.3 Experimental Control Software
The evaluation system used for presenting the tasks and interfaces to participants is fully automated. The
system prompts the user to begin a task by clicking on an OK button. This provides the user with time to
rest beforehand, if required. The user is then given a seven second countdown (as shown in the Figure 3.5)
in which they are asked to memorise the target that they will be locating. During the memorisation period,
the interface to be used is greyed out, and the mouse pointer disabled. When the search time begins, the
interface is automatically revealed and the mouse pointer restored to the center of the screen.
The target page is shown in the cueing area, as seen on the left hand side of Figure 3.5. The cueing
area also displays the interface name and the direction of the pagefrom the starting location. Note that
this direction does not change as the user navigates through the document, otherwise one could use this to
locate the correct page in a binary-search manner. The cueing area remains in place throughout the search
for the target. The cueing region of the screen has a size of 420×1024px and the interfaces are displayed
in remainder.
The user navigates using the interface supplied to locate the required target. To achieve a target, the
user is required to have at least one third of the correct page onscreen, and all mouse buttons released.
The software automatically detects when the correct page has been reached and the next task introduction
screen is presented. The software produces no feedback if the user selects an incorrect page thinking it is
the target.
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3.4 Experiment Apparatus
All participants in each experiment performed the tasks simultaneously, in a lab of identical specification
machines. The experiments were run on Intel Pentium 4 2.8GHz computers, equipped with 1GB RAM and
NVIDIA GeForce FX5200 graphics cards connected to 19-inch CRT displays at 1280x1024 resolution and
75Hz. All input was through a Logitech three-button opto-mechanical mouse with a one-to-one control-
display gain mapping.
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4 Formal Evaluations
It essential in the proposal of any new system design that it is evaluated to ensure that it performs as
expected. A series of experiments was conducted to evaluate the efficiency and subjective satisfaction of
the Space-Filling Thumbnails document navigation system against that of the six competitor systems.
Experiment One describes a seven interface “scroll-off” in which we compare Space-Filling Thumb-
nails with the six other implemented interfaces. Experiment Two delves deeper into the robustness of SFT
by comparing it with the “best of the rest” interface, Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars, using documents of
various lengths. The third experiment investigates the possible weakness of SFT, long documents with few
distinguishable features.
4.1 Experiment One — Finding a Challenger
This is the first experiment where the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface is “let-lose” on volunteer par-
ticipants. Their reactions and comments will be invaluable for improving the interface for the further
experiments. In this experiment we will isolate one interface that will be used for further comparative
studies with SFT.
4.1.1 Experiment Aim
Experiment One has two main goals. The first is to confirm the viability of the SFT interface. We need to
ensure that the system was usable and that it was possible to locate specific pages using it. If the interface
does not perform as expected then issues raised will need to be addressed before further evaluations can
proceed.
The second goal is to find a “best of the rest” interface for our subsequent experiments. In order to
conduct more in-depth latter experiments, we will reduce the number of interfaces to just two, allowing us
to evaluate various stereotypical documents and their lengths.
4.1.2 Hypothesis
In this experiment we predict that the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface will have the fastest times for
both visual and spatial search over all other interfaces.
The design of the SFT system allows users to view a complete overview of a document in one screen.
It allows easy scanning of the pages available, making for an efficient visual search. Recall that the SFT
interface exploits a user’s spatial memory, so we expect it to perform even better when the spatial location
of a page is implanted into a participants memory. Every page in the SFT interface stays in the same
position in the 2D matrix, so returning to pages previously visited should be fast.
It is difficult to predict the performance of other interfaces. All participants will be familiar with the
Scrollbar, Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbar and Rate-based Scrolling interfaces so this may influence their
performance. However, SDAZ and RSVP based interfaces have been shown by other researchers to be
faster than their mainstream counterparts.
4.1.3 Participants
The thirteen volunteer participants (one female and 12 males) in this experiment were all Postgraduate
students in the Computer Science and Software Engineering department at the University of Canterbury.
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4.1.4 Experimental Design and Procedure
Interface Familiarisation
A demonstration was given to participants before they begun the experiment. In this demonstration seven
target pages were located, one with each of the interfaces. This was intended to show participants both
the experimental interfaces and cueing mechanisms. All participants were given practise with each of
the interfaces before beginning the series of tasks with that interface. One minute “free practise” was
given, with users encouraged to simply view pages in the document and become familiar with the interface
controls. They were then given four training tasks, that were identical in their nature to those they would
be receiving in the timed evaluation. Participants were provided with an instruction manual and were
encouraged to ask if they were unsure of the interface controls before beginning. This training was essential
to eliminate the learning effects that can occur when using new systems.
Note that in all of these systems theonlyway to navigate through a document was by using the controls
described in Chapter 3. Auxiliary movement techniques that are provided in production systems, such as
thePage Up andPage Down key mappings were not included. This is so that we can isolate the behaviour
of each of the systems.
Experimental Procedure
This experiment involved two distinct tasks for each of the target pages. The initial search for the target
page was a pure visual search—the only thing known about the location of the page was whether it was
up or down from the starting position. The same page was then immediately re-acquired. Participants
were informed of this at the beginning of the experiment. They were encouraged to try to remember the
location of the page, so that it could be found as quickly as possible the second time around. This tactic
was used to artificially implant the spatial location of the page in the participants memory. This simulates
the situation where a user is familiar with a document and is frequently visiting a particular page in that
document. All tasks were completed with one interface before beginning with the next. At the conclusion
of the experiment we asked participants to complete a subjective evaluation form.
Documents
Eight documents were used in total, one of which was used for all of the training tasks. The remaining
seven were used for the evaluation tasks, one for each of the interfaces. The order in which participants
viewed the documents remained constant, however the order the interfaces were exposed to the participants
was balanced using an incomplete Latin square. All of the documents were journal papers selected from the
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction(TOCHI), any that were over 30 pages were truncated
by removing pages from the end. The page numbers in the documents were removed to prevent participants
using these to aid their search for the target page. The documents were also converted to grey-scale to avoid
colour cues being used to aid visual search. References to the documents used can be found in Appendix A.
Target Pages
The five target pages for each document were selected at random, ensuring they were within the first or
last nine pages. The starting location for each task was also randomly selected to be 15–18 pages from the
target page. These constraints were not made known to participants.
Experimental Design
The primary dependant variable is task completion time: the elapsed time from revealing the interface
to location of the correct target page. The experiment was run as a 7× 2 repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA). There are seven levels for the within subjects factorin e face: MRSVP, Rate-based
Scrolling (RBS), RSVP, Scrollbars, SFT, SDAZ and Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars (TES). The within
subjects factorsearch iterationhas two levels: visual and spatial search.
















































Figure 4.1: Experiment One: Target page search times
4.1.5 Results
We divide the results from this experiment in two—empirical and subjective results—these are summarised
in the following sections.
Empirical Results
A summary of the empirical results is shown in Figure 4.1. Each interface has the visual search, spatial-find
and mean times shown. Search times for this experiment were capped at thirty seconds, resulting in the
removal of six of the 910 tasks. There is a significant main effect for the factor interface (F6,72 = 24.65,
p< 0.01). The Space-Filling Thumbnails interface allows the fastest mean search time of 4.1secs (standard
deviation 3.0), followed by MRSVP (6.1secs, s.d. 1.8) and Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars (6.4secs, s.d
2.6). A post-hoc Tukey test gives an Honest Significant Difference (HSD) of 2.47secs (α = 0.05).
The analysis of the interaction between the search iteration and interface also yields a significant main
effect (F6,62 = 2.6, p < 0.05). Space-Filling Thumbnails has the fastest visual search time of 6.5secs (s.d.
2.6), followed by MRSVP with 7.3 secs (s.d. 1.5) and Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars (8.3secs, s.d. 2.4).
In the spatial-recall task the SFT interface out-performs all others. SFT allows the fastest mean spatial-
find, with a time of 1.7secs (s.d. 0.3), with the runner-up being Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars (4.5secs,
s.d. 1.2), followed by MRSVP (5.0secs, s.d. 1.2). Figure 4.2 compares the interfaces with regard to their
performance increase for the spatial search, as a percentage of the visual search time for that interface. The
decrease in spatial search time over the original visual search is more than 70% for SFT. We see that SFT
aids spatial re-acquisition 30% more than its nearest competitor TES.
Subjective Results
Participants were asked to uniquely rank the interfaces in the order that “best helped you to satisfy the
required tasks” (ranks 1-7, best-worst). Space-Filling Thumbnails had the best ranking, with a median of
1st and Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars was second. RSVP and MRSVP had an equal last ranking of 6th.
The complete results are shown in Table 4.1. The poor rating of the RSVP based interfaces were backed













































































Figure 4.2: Experiment One: Reduction in search time for spatial search
Preference Ranking (cumulative %) Search Efficiency∗
(mean (s.d))
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th Visual Spatial
MRSVP 0 (0) 1 (8) 0 (8) 2 (23) 2 (39) 4 (69) 4 (100)2.86 (0.99) 3.07 (0.80)
RSVP 0 (0) 1 (8) 1 (15) 1 (23) 0 (23) 5 (62) 5 (100)2.86 (1.12) 3.21 (0.86)
RBS 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (23) 1 (30) 5 (69) 2 (85) 2 (100)3.07 (0.96) 3.64 (0.48)
Scrollbars 0 (0) 2 (15) 4 (46) 4 (77) 1 (85) 1 (92) 1 (100)3.36 (0.97) 3.86 (0.74)
SFT 10 (77) 0 (77) 1 (85) 1 (92) 1 (100) 0 (100) 0 (100)4.07 (0.88) 4.86 (0.35)
SDAZ 2 (15) 2 (30) 2 (46) 3 (69) 3 (92) 0 (92) 1 (100)3.50 (0.82) 3.71 (1.03)
TES 1 (8) 7 (62) 2 (77) 1 (85) 1 (92) 1 (100) 0 (100)3.79 (0.56) 4.07 (0.80)
Table 4.1: Experiment One: Subjective rankings for preference and efficiency of interfaces.∗0 Di agree, 5
Agree
up with negative comments such as “it felt like I was about to get a headache, or a seizure”. Comments
regarding SFT were positive—“very easy to remember rough location of thumbnail,” although some were
speculative about its performance in more extreme conditions: “more pages means thumbs need to be
smaller, which means harder to find pages”.
Significant subjective differences between the interfaces resulted when participants were asked whether
the “interface was efficient for finding” either the first page (FriedmanX2 = 17.9, p< 0.01) or second page
(X2 = 30.2, p < 0.01) of the pair. For the visual search task, SFT had a mean of 4.15 (s.d. 0.9) followed by
Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars with a mean of 3.77 (s.d 0.6). For the spatial search task SFT had mean
of 4.9 (s.d. 0.3) with Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars having a mean of 4.0 (s.d. 0.8).
4.1.6 Discussion
We present here a discussion of the results obtained in this experiment and then look at comparing these
results with those reported by others and finally investigate page-flipping intervals for RSVP-based inter-
faces.
Figure 4.1 showed that the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface had the fastest mean search time in both
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iteration conditions, validating our hypothesis. Our prediction that spatial search in SFT will be fast was
also demonstrated to be correct. Second fastest was MRSVP, followed by TES whose overall means are
not separated by the HSD of 2.47secs described above. TES produced a slower visual search time, but in
the subsequent spatial search out-performs MRSVP.
The subjective results for these two interfaces influence the choice of challenger for the second exper-
iment. The subjective results showed that TES was ranked second for “best satisfying the required tasks”,
while MRSVP, along with RSVP were ranked 6th (last) equal. A common remark made by participants
was that the rapid changing of pages required intense concentration and that it was difficult to pinpoint the
correct page.
Taking these results into account, we chose Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars as the competitor inter-
face for Experiment Two. It is commonly acknowledged by researchers that interfaces that people do
not like, they will not use. Further, to produce credible andcomparableresults we should compare SFT
with a document navigation interface that is common in the “real-world”. It is for these reasons that the
Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars interface is chosen as the interface for comparison in the forthcoming
experiments.
Comparison of Results
Sun and Guimbretière [35] compared their Flipper interface with SDAZ and “scrolling with thumbnails”
which is equivalent to our Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars condition. Our visual search task is only com-
parable to their “Image Search” task. We are unable to find a significant difference between SDAZ and
TES, agreeing with their result. Interestingly the results from the RSVP interface that is similar to their
Flipper interface (without a small portion of zooming) also show no significant difference, disagreeing with
their results. There are several reasons for this disparity. Firstly, their search tasks were purely for images,
whereas our tasks involved pages that contained either text or images or both, emulating a more realistic
visual search. Secondly, our RSVP interface and their Flipper interface differ in operation slightly.
Cockburn and Savage [6, 5] found that SDAZ was significantly faster than scrollbars. Again only
considering our visual search results, we cannot determine any significant difference, therefore we cannot
confirm or rebut their results. Their tasks also involved searching for large distinguishable items—headings
or images, as opposed to some of our searches being for pages containing only text.
Hornbæk and Frøkjær’s comparison of linear (scrollbars), fisheye and overview+detail (thumbnail-
enhanced scrollbars) [16], showed that subjects prefer the overview+detail interface, matching our results.
We observed Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars being ranked second only to SFT. They also found that
the overview+detail interface slowed participants down. This difference can be put down to the type of
task given, with our participants knowing exactly what they were searching for, and their participants
performing an essay writing task, which required a more in-depth knowledge of the document.
Characterisation of Rapid Serial Visual Presentation Techniques
We look now at characterising the page flipping rate of both of RSVP based interfaces.
Although much studied for image presentation, few studies have looked at RSVP for document navi-
gation. The maximum recommended rate for page flipping, as suggested by Spence et al. [34] is 100ms.
We allowed participants to control the rate at which pages were flipped up to this maximum. Figure 4.3
shows the average flip intervals participants used in their navigation comparing both RSVP and MRSVP.
Interestingly, all of the means are over three times this maximal rate of 100ms suggested in [34]. This result
is explainable by the significantly larger amount of data displayed on one page of a document compared to
an image. Also the likeness in structure of pages required participants to carefully check them.
One may have expected the MRSVP flip-intervals to be four times larger than the RSVP flip-intervals,
due to there being four times the information. This turned out not to be the case. In their experiments
Spence et al. [34] displayed mixed-mode RSVP (equivalent to our MRSVP) screens for four times longer
than their slide-show mode (our RSVP). For this reason one may have assumed that participants would have
a flip-interval fours times larger in the MRSVP interface over the RSVP interface. Clearly Figure 4.3 shows
this is not the case. One can conjecture that the flip intervals for RSVP were not the “fastest possible”, but



























Figure 4.3: Rapid Serial Visual Presentation Techniques: Average flip intervals
rather intervals at which participants were most comfortable. In their eye-gaze analysis of their mixed-
mode RSVP (recall, equivalent to our MRSVP), Spence et al. [34] noted that eye movements were focused
around the centre of the quadrant, rather than scanning from image-to-image. This may offer some further
explanation as to why the MRSVP flip intervals are not as large as expected.
4.2 Experiment Two — Comparing SFT with TES
In Experiment One, Space-Filling Thumbnails followed our predictions for both the visual and spatial
searches for the target pages. We concluded that the Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbar interface was the
“best of the rest” and should be used for further comparative studies. In this experiment we provide a more
thorough comparison between the SFT interface and the TES interface. We are interested in three factors
in this experiment: the interface type, the document length and how the interfaces perform when spatial
location information is not artificiality implanted into the participants memory.
4.2.1 Experimental Aim
In this experiment we aim to determine how each of the two interfaces aid a user’s spatial memory in re-
acquiring a recently visited page. We wish to investigate how the length of the document effects the search
time, to ensure that SFT does not suffer unacceptable performance penalties using long documents.
4.2.2 Hypothesis
Based on the results from Experiment One, we hypothesise that the SFT interface will be faster for all
iterations of search. The visual search iteration, as we have seen in Experiment One is significantly faster
than other interfaces. The spatial search tasks should follow suit, as SFT allows the learning of page
location faster than the TES interface (due to its exploitation of spatial memory). The increasing document
length will see an increase in search time, especially in the linear TES interface.
4.2.3 Participants
The participants in this experiment were all volunteers from the Experimental Computer Science (COSC209)
undergraduate paper instructed by the Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering at the
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University of Canterbury. There were two female and 30 male participants, with an age range of 18 to 36
(mean 22).
4.2.4 Experimental Design and Procedure
This experiment involved participants locating target pages in documents of differing lengths. Participants
were asked to locate the same page multiple non-consecutive times so as to determine how each of the
interfaces utilises spatial memory to allow quick returning to pages previously visited.
Documents
Three stereotypical types of documents were chosen to give us the three levels of the length factor. The
first were conference papers from theConference on Computer-Human Interaction(CHI). These papers
are typically 10 pages in length. The second type were journal articles from theACM Transactions on
Computer-Human Interaction(TOCHI). The journal articles are typically 30 pages in length. The third
document type was an instruction manual, which are variable lengths, but typically around 150 pages.
Each of the document lengths were truncated (if necessary) to the values described here. As per experiment
one references for the documents used can be found in Appendix A. Page numbers, contents pages and
indexes were removed (if applicable) from the documents to prevent participants from using these to aid
their search for the required pages. All pages were also transformed to grey-scale to prevent target page
search from being aided by colour.
Target Pages
The target pages were randomly selected within the middle third of the document. The starting pages were
randomly generated to between 23–33% of the document length either above or below the target page.
Participants were unaware of these constraints.
Page Search
Unlike Experiment One, we did not inform the participants that they would be locating the same page
multiple times. We also did not ask them to find the same page consecutively. All pages were found for the
first time, the order balanced and then all were found a second time. The experiment was run in this fashion
so that we could measure the difference in learning of the location of pages between the two interfaces.
The first page search will be purely a visual search (the only clue to its location being whether the page is
up or down from the starting position). It is envisioned that the second page search will be partially visual
search and partially spatial memory retrieval. It is hoped by the third page search it will be a pure spatial
memory retrieval.
Participants completed all tasks with one interface before moving to the other. The order in which the
interfaces were presented was balanced between participants.
Interface Familiarisation
Before beginning the tasks with each interface a training session was provided. As in Experiment One both
of the interfaces were demonstrated and a free-practice session provided. Four specific training tasks were
provided to ensure participants were familiar with the cueing mechanisms. A short explanatory manual
was also provided, with participants encouraged to ask if they were unsure of the operation of either of the
interfaces.
Experimental Design
The primary dependant variable is task completion time. The experiment was run as a 2×3×3 repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The within-subjects factorin e facehas two levels: Space-Filling
Thumbnails and Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars. The within-subjects factordocument length as three
levels: 10, 30 and 150 pages. Within-subjects factoriterationhas three levels: first, second and third target
page search.
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Figure 4.4: Experiment Two: Target page location time by document length
Subjective Evaluation
At the completion of all tasks with each of the interfaces, participants were requested to fill out a subjective
measures assessment form using the NASA-TLX [14] subjective workload evaluation. At the conclusion




A summary of the empirical results from this experiment can be found in Figure 4.4. Tasks for this exper-
iment were capped at 60 seconds, resulting 25 tasks for SFT and 26 tasks for TES being discarded from
the original 1728 recorded times. The SFT interface was significantly faster than the TES interface with
overall mean times of 6.5secs (s.d 7.8) and 10.4secs (s.d 10.0) respectively (F1,31 = 66.6, p < 0.01). The
large standard deviations are explainable due to the large variance in times taken to locate the target pages
in the 150 page document.
There is a significant main effect for the document length factor (F2,62 = 348.67, p< 0.01). A post-hoc
Tukey test gives an HSD of 3.6 secs (α = 0.05), indicating that the 150 page document takes significantly
longer than the 10 and 30 page documents. As Figure 4.4 shows the SFT search times for the 10 and 30
page documents differ only slightly.
Subjective Results
The results of the NASA-TLX subjective workload assessment questionnaires are summarised in Fig-
ure 4.5. The only significant difference is for thePhysical Demandcategory, where SFT has a mean of
2.31 (s.d. 1.13) and TES has a mean of 2.82 (s.d 1.31) (Paired T-Test,T33 = 3.59, p < 0.05).
The participants answered subjective questions regarding their performance with each of the interfaces.
When asked to rate how efficient each of the interfaces were for the tasks on a 5-point Likert scale, a
significant difference resulted, with SFT having a mean of 3.85 (s.d. 1.03) and TES having a mean of 3.37
(s.d. 0.94), (Wilcoxonz= 1.76, p < 0.05). In response to the Likert scale question “I liked using”, SFT
had a mean rating of 3.9 (s.d. 1.1) and TES received a mean rating of 3.4 (s.d. 0.9) indicating a significant

























Figure 4.5: Experiment Two: NASA-TLX subjective workload assessment results
difference (Wilcoxonz= 1.88, p < 0.05).
There was no reliable difference in responses to the 5-point Likert scale question “It was easy to re-
turn to previously visited pages,” meaning we cannot judge whether participants recognised that they were
aware of the decrease in time spent searching for a page that they had already seen using Space-Filling
Thumbnails. As we expected participants recognised that the Space-Filling Thumbnails interfaces made it
easier to remember the location of pages. When asked to indicate on a Likert scale whether “I could remem-
ber the location of pages,” Space-Filling Thumbnails had a mean of 3.9 (s.d. 1.3) and Thumbnail-Enhanced
Scrollbars had a mean of 3.2 (s.d. 1.1), showing a significant difference (Wilcoxonz= 2.6, p < 0.01).
Finally we asked participants to indicate overall which of the interfaces they preferred. Of all the
participants 70% indicated that they preferred the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface, giving a significant
result (X2 = 3.8, p < 0.05).
4.2.6 Discussion
We present a brief discussion of these results, followed by an analysis of the use of the page overview in
the SFT tasks in the 150 page documents.
From this experiment we see that the SFT system is robust and is faster than its competitor TES in all
of the tested document lengths. Interestingly, for both the 10 and 30 page documents, the search time in
the third iteration using Space-Filling Thumbnails are identical. This is tribute to how easily pages can be
located using this interface. This indicates that when a user is familiar with the document, the search time is
not proportional to the length of the document. This is due to the “random-access” nature of Space-Filling
Thumbnails, as opposed to the linear navigation required in Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars (and most
other previously proposed interfaces).
From Figure 4.4 we see that the biggest gain in spatial memory occurs in the large 150 page document.
The final search for the target pages takes 30% of the time of the original visual search. With the TES
interface the final search takes 67.5% of the time of the original search. This can be put down to two
factors: Firstly, the effort expended initially searching for a page is greater in the larger document. A user
is more likely to utilise their spatial memory in this situation than if the search is easy. Secondly, with
the smaller documents, it is likely that the search time is approaching that predicted by Fitts’ Law [11],
limiting the minimum acquisition time (this is discussed further in Chapter 5).
This experiment shows that while increasing the document lengthdoesincrease the amount of time
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(a) Iteration One (b) Iteration Two (c) Iteration Three
Figure 4.6: Use of Page Overview During Search (white = heavy use)
required to search for a particular page, the SFT interface still performs better than the TES interface with
all document lengths. With the reduction in thumbnail size as the document length increases there was the
concern that the performance with SFT may degrade unacceptably. To confirm that even with book length
documents SFT is viable, experiment three will investigate the effect of searching in a long, landmark-less
document. A discussion on the Hick-Hyman Law for Choice reaction for the Space-Filling Thumbnails
interface as the number of pages increases is presented in Section 5.3.5.
The significant difference noted in the physical demand category of the NASA-TLX workload assess-
ments is expected. The SFT interface requires far less physical movement, clicking and dragging than the
Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars interface requires to obtain the target page. The act of dragging a scrollbar
is more strenuous than simply moving the mouse.
Characterisation of SFT Interaction
It is interesting to look at how the page overview of the SFT interface is being used to aid the visual
search of the document. The page overview is not necessary in the 10 and 30 page documents as the
thumbnails are large enough. However, it is used in the 150 page document. Figure 4.6 shows a visual
representation of the use of the page overview tool. Each square in the figure represents one page in the
display of 150 thumbnails. A white colour indicates that all 32 of the participants viewed that page with the
overview at some point, and black colour that no-one viewed that page, with the shades of grey representing
some proportion in-between. We see in the first iteration, (Figure 4.6(a)) that majority of people viewed
majority of the pages in the document using the page overview. In iterations two and three (Figures 4.6(b)
and 4.6(c) respectively) the mouse movements (and hence page overviews) are much more confined and
directed towards the target pages, indicating participants are performing less searching and relying more
on their memory, as was seen in our empirical results. Note that the cursor originally starts in the center of
the screen, accounting for some of the concentration in the center of the figures.
4.3 Experiment Three — Space-Filling Thumbnails’ Worse Case Scenario
Several of the participants in the first experiment expressed their concern that when the number of pages
became large, the size of the thumbnails would make them indistinguishable. Comments were made such
as “more pages means thumbs need to be smaller, which means harder to find pages” and “good when not
too many pages—could get rapidly worse with more”. In this third and final experiment we investigate
the performance of Space-Filling Thumbnails when it is used with a large document (300 pages). We are
also interested in how the Space-Filling Thumbnails technique performs when pages in the document are
moved—how the search time for them degrades and whether it degrades (in the worst case) to a visual
search task.
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4.3.1 Experimental Aim
The aim of the third experiment is to allay some of the fears that the system may be unusable when a
document with a large number of pages is viewed. We also wish to determine how moving pages (to
imitate editing) effects re-acquisition time.
4.3.2 Hypothesis
In this experiment we expect the target pages to be a lot more difficult to find than in previous experiments,
due to the length and lack of distinct features in the document. We expect visual search time to still be
faster in SFT than in TES as the general structure of the pages will still be able to be made out. Also,
TES will involve large amounts of scrolling to achieve the correct targets. As per previous experiments the
spatial search in SFT should be significantly faster than the visual search of SFT and the spatial search in
TES.
When pages are moved in the document we expect to see an increase in search time for both interfaces.
When using SFT, participants should recall the general area of the page, allowing a fast visual scan of that
area, and hence quick retrieval. We expect search times in the TES interface to be approximately the same
as the spatial search, as pages will have moved a small distance linearly—a minor change in location in the
context of the 300 page document.
4.3.3 Participants
This experiment was run in the same session as Experiment Two, those who were willing were asked to
perform these tasks. These participants had immediately prior been using the TES and SFT systems so no
training was required. The tasks in this experiment were completed by 12 participants.
4.3.4 Experimental Design and Procedure
There were two distinct tasks sets to be completed with each interface. Firstly, we asked participants to
locate pages within a large document with no distinguishable features. Secondly, using that same document,
we nudged the same target pages to imitate document editing.
Document
We used the bookAnna Karenina(see Appendix A), which was truncated to 300 pages. It lacks large
distinct objects such as images, graphs and tables. The most distinguishable features in this book were
the chapter breaks within the text. Chapters headings were highlighted with colour, so the document
was converted to grey-scale and page numbers removed. To demonstrate, two thumbnails are shown in
Figure 4.7. One showing a typical page of text (Figure 4.7(a)), and one showing a page that contains a
chapter break (Figure 4.7(b)). Note that text cannot be made out, but page structure can easily be seen. We
asked participants to locate (and later relocate) pages of both these types.
Targets
In previous experiments the system would automatically move to the next task when at least one third
of the correct page was on screen (and all mouse buttons were released). To ensure that participants did
not rely on the system to do this identification for them, a one second delay was added before the system
would recognise that the correct page had been selected. This prevented participants from using “rapid-fire”
selection of pages that were possible candidates.
The same target selection rules were applied as in Experiment Two. Target pages were randomly
selected to be in the middle third of the book, with the starting locations randomly selected to be 23–33%
of the books length above or below the target page. Half of the target pages were selected asdistinctpages
and half were chosen asnon-distinctpages.
For the second set of tasks participants were told the target pages had moved up to five pages from their
original positions (all targets were actually moved four pages, but participants were unaware of this). All
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(a) Pure text thumbnail (b) Thumbnail with chapter
break
Figure 4.7: Example thumbnails from Anna Karenina
of the pages in the document were moved either towards the beginning, or towards the end. Excess pages
were wrapped to the end and beginning respectively. None of the wrapped pages were target pages.
Participants completed all of tasks using one interface before moving to the next. This included the
tasks in which pages had been moved. The order the interfaces were presented was balanced between
participants.
Experimental Design
As per previous experiments, the primary dependant variable is task completion time: the elapsed time
taken from exposure to the interface to the location of the correct target page. For the first set of tasks, the
experiment was run as a 2×2×2 within subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA). The within subjects factor
page typehas two levels: Distinct or Non-Distinct. The within subjects factorinterfacehas two levels:
Space-Filling Thumbnails and Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbars. The within subjects factoriteration has
two levels: visual search and spatial search. In this experiment, as with Experiment Two, the participants
werenot told that they would be finding the same page again (however, one can safely assume that the
participants realised this may happen).
For the second set of tasks where the pages have been moved, the primary dependant variable was
again the task completion time. These tasks were run as a 2×2 analysis of variance (ANOVA). The within
subjects factors page type and interface are as described for task set one.
4.3.5 Results
The results for both task sets are summarised in Figure 4.8. The large error bars on the figure are a result
of the large variance in time taken to retrieve the required pages. The data was log transformed to reduce
this variance and allow conclusions to be drawn.
Task Set One
Task set one required participants to locate the same pages in the book multiple times. There was a signifi-
cant difference between the two interfaces for retrieving these pages, with SFT having a mean of 36.0secs
(s.d. 45.0) and TES 54.8secs (s.d. 66.1) (F1,11 = 5.0, p < 0.05). This result is as expected, SFT having
proved to be faster than TES in all previous experiments.
The page type factor is significant, with the non-distinct pages having a mean search time of 68.7secs
(s.d. 71.0) with the distinct pages taking less than a third of this time (22.2secs, s.d. 20.1). There is no
significant interaction between the page type and interface factors. This indicates that it is easier to search
for pages with a more distinct structure in either of the interfaces, which would be expected.

































Figure 4.8: Experiment Three: Target page search time using a 300 page book
The iteration factor proved to be significant, with a mean of 67.1secs (s.d. 70.7) for the visual search
and a mean of 23.7secs (s.d. 23.8) for the spatial search (F1,11 = 35.68, p < 0.01). The is no reliable
interaction between the iteration and interface factors.
Task Set Two
Task set two required participants to locate the same pages as in task set one, except now these had moved.
The results from these tasks are also shown in Figure 4.8, displayed as themovediteration. Again the
recorded results were extremely variable, so only thetyp factor was significant, with the mean time for
non-distinct pages being 73.7secs (s.d. 82.2) and the distinct pages taking less than 20% of that time with
a mean of 14.0secs (s.d. 5.4), (F1,11 = 15.8, p < 0.01).
4.3.6 Discussion
We see from these results that SFT is faster in both cases (visual and spatial search), even using this large
book. This confirms the first of our hypotheses, that SFT will outperform TES under static page conditions.
In the second part of our hypothesis we predicted that the target location time using TES, for the moved
pages condition, would not be largely different from the spatial search time. This is due to all of the
document pages being moved linearly. This holds for the distinct page type, but we seeboth interfaces
struggle with the moved, non-distinct pages. We can only speculate as to why this is—there is only subtle
differences in page structure between the non-distinct pages, obviously making it hard to pinpoint the
exact page being searched for. Another possibility is that us informing the participants that the pages had
moved may have prompted them to ‘throw away’ or ignore their spatial memory from previous searches
and effectively conduct another spatial search. A point to note is that none of the target pages changed rows
in the SFT interface, but one could envision that this would seriously upset a user’s spatial memory. We
believe that visual search of SFT does not following in the same manner as reading a book (left to right,
return, left to right), but rather in a way that reduces eye movement—left to right and then right to left on
the next row.
The performance of participants in this experiment varied a large amount (as expected). Documents
with fewer pages have larger thumbnails, the features are more distinct and simply recalling the “general”
thumbnail position is enough to easily locate the correct target page. However, in these 300 page tasks the
lack of distinct features in the pages (recalling that the chapter sections are not as distinct as an object such
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as a graph, map or table that were in all of the other documents), made the searching tough and to a certain
extent some luck may be involved if the participants chose a good strategy.
It is likely that people who have a strong spatial memory performed well in these tasks, and those who
did not may have struggled. It would be interesting to be able to grade the strength of participants spatial
memory and see if that effects their performance with the interfaces.
Once a document reaches this kind of length, one should be seriously considering whether they should
be trying to navigate through it at all. Documents of this length generally contain contents, indexes, and
often bookmarks which would likely reduce the need for a complete document search.
5 Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter we discuss possible issues with our evaluations, implications for commercial implementa-
tions and possible future work.
5.1 Experimental Concerns
With any experiment there are always concerns as to the validity of the results produced. In this section we
discuss some issues relating to our system and experimental method.
5.1.1 Task Cueing Mechanism
As described in section 3.3 tasks were cued by an image of the target page to the left hand side of the
screen. This meant that participants could match the search page with the target page. While this is an
artificial cue type, we do not believe it favours the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface in any way. This
cue is also used to give the most fair comparison between interfaces. The other option would be to use a
text-based cue, asking participants to locate a a particular heading, section or larger object such as a graph
or map. Often these types of cues can lead to ambiguity, if exact matches are not specified, or confusion if
similar headings appear twice.
5.1.2 Page Identification
The system automatically recognised when a participant had at least one third of the target page on-screen
and all mouse buttons were released (recall we added a one second delay to this in experiment three).
This does not require the participant to explicitly inform the system when they believe they have found the
correct page. This may have lead to a small amount of the pages being found by luck. We believe that
we obtained more accurate search times using this strategy than if participants had to “submit” their page.
Submission of pages raises several issues, such as, what to do when an incorrect page is submitted. Also it
is artificial for people to search for a page and then have indicate they have found it.
5.2 Implications for Production Systems
The prototype system implemented for evaluation purposes was specifically designed so that we could
isolate the effects that the Space-Filling Thumbnails technique would have on page search time. For this
reason several suggested features that would be practical in a production system were not implemented.
These are briefly described here.
5.2.1 Pagination
The ability to page through a document at reading zoom would be desirable (without having to zoom out
then back in again). This type of activity is especially applicable when reading a document in a linear
fashion. It can be provided by having small navigation buttons, such as those provided by Adobe Reader.
The standard key bindings for this operation can be applied, using thePag Up andPage Down keys.
Prolonged depression of either of these interaction techniques would result in a “rapid serial visual presen-
tation”.
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5.2.2 Scrollbars at Reading Zoom
To reduce the paradigm shift required by users new to Space-Filling Thumbnails, it would be wise to
maintain scrollbar widgets at reading zoom. This would give users the ability move small distances in a
familiar manner. SFT would initially be added as an optional document navigation technique, much as the
Dynamic Zoomfeature is applied in Adobe Reader.
5.2.3 Page Overview
The enlarged page overview provided when the thumbnails are less than 154×200px in size was added to
allow users to view the desired thumbnail at a larger scale for inspection before moving to reading mode.
Reaction to this feature was mixed. Participants commented that “sometimes the [page overview] got in
the road of scanning the thumbnails” and one suggested that the page overview “should have stayed in one
position, because it constantly covered up any thumbnails I was trying to look at”. For a production system
it is likely that this would be an option that could be turned on or off and that the threshold for the size at
which it appears would be adjustable.
5.2.4 Resizing the SFT Window
In all of the experiments presented, the navigation interfaces ran in full-screen mode. One issue that arises
with SFT is when the window size is altered. The net result of this is that the thumbnails will be moved
and resized to be maintain the two key properties: they are space-filling and they fit on one screen. This in
turn will result in disruption in the users spatial memory, particularly if the window is significantly resized.
However, in their work characterising how windows are used, Gaylin [12] observed that windows were
generally resized when users initially logged on (generally to make them larger) rather than later during
their work. One possibility to resolve this issue would be to always maintain the thumbnails in the same
position and simply resize them appropriately to fit inside the window. However, this would mean they no
longer met the “space-filling” criterion. This is an allowable trade-off for gains resulting from maintaining
the thumbnails in their original positions.
5.2.5 Document Editing
This is a similar issue to that discussed in section 5.2.4, except when editing a document one may be
adding, deleting or even moving content between pages. These activities are likely to disrupt a users spatial
memory. However, as was seen in the second set of tasks for experiment three, users were still able to locate
pages that had been moved quicker than a pure visual search. If pages are added to the end of a document,
all previous pages will maintain their positions in the matrix of thumbnails relative to those around them.
5.3 Future Work
The time limitations of this work meant that many related areas of research could not be pursued. Described
in this section are areas that would be interesting to consider in future work.
5.3.1 Spatial Memory Ability
The participant samples used in these experiments would have encompassed persons with both strong and
weak spatial memory abilities. In these evaluations we did not discriminate between these two groups of
people. It would make interesting future work to evaluate participants spatial abilities before conducting
evaluation tasks with the document navigation interfaces. We would expect people with strong spatial abil-
ities to perform better with the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface than those with weak spatial relocation
abilities. It would be of interest to determine whether those with weak spatial memory received the same
level of benefits for page re-acquisition tasks with the SFT interface.
5.3.2 Semantic Thumbnail Zooming
Presently the thumbnails that are displayed are simply scaled down versions of the original pages. To aid in
search tasks semantic zooming could be added. This would highlight interesting features on a page, such
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as headings, diagrams or page numbers. One technique described by Woodruff et al. [36] combines textual
summaries and thumbnails to produce “enhanced thumbnails”. Although applied to navigation between
documents (web pages) the same concept could easily be applied to navigation within documents.
5.3.3 Find Facilities
In this research we have concentrated on visual and spatial searches. However, visual search is not always
the optimal technique for searching for objects in a document. OftenFind functionalities of a system are
used to identify “interesting” areas of a document (for instance a search for “subjective” in this document).
It would make interesting future work in implementing a Find facility for the Space-Filling Thumbnails
interface. As the SFT interface provides a complete overview of a document, one could envision that pages
that match the search query are highlighted. This could be further enhanced by changing the shade of
highlighting depending on the number of matches in a page. This would quickly provide the user with an
indication of the “interesting” areas of the document—occurrences of the search terms in the contents or
index would be able to be easily skipped.
5.3.4 Modal Switching
One concern with the SFT interface is that it is a modal system. The key thing that any modal system
mustprovide is the ability to quickly distinguish which mode the system is in. With the SFT system this
is clear from the visualisation on screen. Users can easily determine whether they are in thumbnail mode
or full zoom mode. The only discrepancy may arise when one page is being viewed in the SFT system,
in which case the thumbnail view will be disabled. Hornbæk et al. [17] in their evaluation of interfaces
with and without overviews, found that switching between an overview and a detail view required large
mental effort and time on the part of the user. We believe that this is not the case with the SFT system,
as switching between modes is eased by animation. However, it would be interesting to see if there is a
higher cognitive load on the user when this action takes place than in a traditional scrollbar based system.
One can argue that there is a high mental demand in switching from using the thumbnails to reading a page
using the Thumbnail-Enhanced Scrollbar system.
5.3.5 Hick-Hyman Law for Choice Reaction
The Hick-Hyman law for choice reaction describes the time taken for a user to make a decision given a
finite number of choices. If the SFT interface were to perform worse than that predicted by this law, one
should be concerned and investigation would be necessary to determine what was impeding the interface
from conforming to this law. Unfortunately we do not have enough data points to be able to confidently
do this analysis. This would require evaluating the interface using many different document lengths. This
would make for interesting future work.
5.3.6 Power Law of Practise
The Power Law of Practise says that the more we practise a task the quicker we become at performing that
task. Most learning occurs at the beginning of the practise. One would expect that participants would learn
the location of the pages being searched for according to this law. To test this hypothesis an experiment
would need to be run where participants searched for the same page many times (up to ten to provide an
accurate analysis). Again if SFT did not perform according to this law, an investigation would be necessary
to determine the factors impeding the learning.
5.3.7 Non-document Applications
In this study we have concentrated on evaluating Space-Filling Thumbnails fordocument navigation. How-
ever, this system has the potential to be applied to navigation with any form of object that cannot fit satis-
factorily on a screen. The same concepts apply to images, maps and diagrams, the only concession is that
these objects would require discrete divisions to allow zooming to take place as in SFT. For instance in a
class diagram, divisions may be made by class, so that the user can easily inspect one class and then zoom
out and see it in its context again.
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6 Conclusions
We have designed, implemented and evaluated the Space-Filling Thumbnails document navigation inter-
face. This system has shown to have faster visual search and spatial re-acquisition capabilities than all
other systems it was evaluated against.
Firstly, Space-Filling Thumbnails was compared with other previously proposed navigation systems—
both mainstream and research—including traditional scrollbars. The SFT system was the fastest for both
visual and spatial search tasks. The interface was then evaluated against the “best of the rest,” Thumbnail-
Enhanced Scrollbars, in a series of tests with a variety of document lengths and implicitly types. In this
case the spatial location of pages was not artificially implanted into participants memory. Again, the
Space-Filling Thumbnails interface was faster for all tasks. In a final experiment we evaluated the possible
weakness of SFT—large documents with no distinct features. Despite the small thumbnails generated from
a 300 page book, SFT still had faster search times than its competitor TES. In tasks where pages were
moved to imitate document editing, SFT came out on top.
Subjective evaluations of the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface gathered throughout these experi-
ments indicate that it would be the preferred interface for these sorts of tasks.
In this study we have shown the Space-Filling Thumbnails interface to be a viable addition, if not
replacement, for the traditional scrollbar. We believe its fast visual search and exploitation of spatial
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